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ABSTRACT Full-Duplex (FD) is an emerging technology that allows the communication device to use the
same frequency to simultaneously transmit and receive. The cancellation of the high power Self-Interference
(SI) is the main challenge in FD systems. Hybrid SI mitigation and cancellation schemes in propagation,
analog, and digital domains, have to be used in order to mitigate the SI. Antenna selection (AS) can be
employed to select the best antenna, or set of antennas, that guarantees jointly the maximization of the
desired signal, and the minimization of SI. In this paper, we aim to experimentally enable FD transmission
in an indoor femto base-station (BS) with antenna selection. Receive antenna selection is combined with
cross-polarization and antennas conditional placement in order to achieve the required SI cancellation.
Half-duplex (HD) Uplink (UL) user-equipments (UE) are used to measure the effect of downlink (DL)
SI on the UL reception at the FD BS receiver. Different scenarios are experimented in the testbed such
as, changing the number of antennas, the type of isolation (vertical/horizontal), and the type of antennas
(Omnidirectional/directional). Three AS criteria are used, and the performance of the system is evaluated in
terms of bit-error-rate, sum-rate, residual SI, and FD/HD sum-rate enhancement ratio. The measurement
results show that the proposed hybrid solution is feasible to enable FD transmission in the considered
scenario.

INDEX TERMS Antenna selection, femtocell, full-duplex, OFDM, self-interference.

I. INTRODUCTION
Full-Duplex (FD) technology has emerged to be an attractive
solution for the increasing demand for communication high
rates. 5G and other future wireless systems promise the user
to provide developed and new services that require a signif-
icant increase in data rates and a lower latency despite the
limited wireless spectrum resources. Traditional approaches
for increasing spectral efficiency, like Multiple Input Mul-
tiple Output (MIMO), and Adaptive Coding and Modula-
tion (ACM) have almost reached their maximum limits. Thus,
In-Band Full-Duplex (IBFD) -shortly known as FD- carries
the opportunity to double the overall spectral efficiency of
the wireless system on top of all the traditional enhancement
technologies. On the contrary of previous duplex schemes,
like Frequency Division Duplex (FDD) and Time Division
Duplex (TDD), FD technology allows the wireless system to
transmit and receive in the same frequency and at the same
time.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Zeeshan Kaleem.

Besides such important potential, FD has many other ben-
efits such as ensuring reliability and flexibility in cognitive
radio networks that implicate dynamic spectrum allocation,
either by in-band full-duplex or partially band-overlap FDD.
This ensures a cheaper unpaired spectrum, which is tradi-
tionally allocated for TDD operation, and also it simpli-
fies spectrum management. Moreover, full-duplex technol-
ogy enables the reuse of radio resources for access and back-
haul, especially in 5G small cells [1]. In addition, full-duplex
can be a potential solution for other wireless problems
such as excessive latency in delay-sensitive applications and
in multi-hop networks, hidden terminals, congestion, and
collision.

Self-Interference (SI), which is the transmitted signal
impairing the receiver’s circuitry within the same transceiver,
is the main obstacle against the utilization of FD technology
in wireless communication systems. Since the useful signals
from other nodes have low power, due to path loss and
other impairment, the undesired SI signal, which is 100 dB
or higher, will have a significant negative effect on receiv-
ing the useful signal. Therefore, it is necessary to mitigate
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FIGURE 1. An illustration of FD node with Self-Interference (a) Separated
antennas (b) Shared antenna.

the SI signal in order to get the most out of the technical
potentials that FD communication is offering. Fig. 1 illus-
trates the resulting SI components in an FD node with two
possible setups: separated antennas, and a shared antenna
with a circulator. Simply subtracting the SI signal from the
overall received signal is not a valid solution for suppress-
ing the SI. After consecutive stages of analog processing,
hardware imperfections, and SI propagation channel, the SI
signal is no longer fully known by the receiver. Therefore,
advanced techniques of self-interference cancellation (SIC)
have to be implemented to meet the expected cancellation
requirements.

A. SELF-INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION
Self-interference cancellation techniques can be classified
into passive SI suppression techniques, and active SI cancel-
lation techniques [2].

Passive SI suppression techniques are employed in
the propagation domain, by setting up the transmit and
receive antennas with an appropriate design, in order
to suppress the SI signal power before it enters the
receiver. The passive suppression is demonstrated in
the FD mutual antenna transceiver architecture through
the isolating RF circulator, where it achieves between
(15-30 dB) of suppression [2]. Passive suppression in the
separate antenna architecture can be achieved by implement-
ing cross-polarization [3]–[7], directional isolation [4]–[6],
antenna conditional placement [7]–[13], or absorptive/
reflective shielding [5], [9], [11]. The suppression efficiency
of each of these mechanisms depends on the physical restric-
tions of the system. For example, the shielding mechanism
is not suitable for cellular applications as it has a shadow-
ing effect on the cell coverage; meanwhile, it would be a
useful solution for FD relaying (FDR) with a directional
isolation [15], [16].

Active SIC techniques, on the other hand, use a
pre-processed copy of the SI signal to be subtracted from the

FIGURE 2. An example of an FD system with a hybrid SIC solution.

overall received signal. We can differentiate between three
active SIC classes according to the domain in which the SI
signal is being mitigated:

• Pure analog processing, where both the replication of
the transmitted signal and the subtraction of SI are done
in the analog domain. The replication can be achieved
by balanced-unbalanced circuit (Balun) [14], or a power
splitter [17], [18], then the processing and the subtrac-
tion are performed using a noise-cancellation active
chip such as Quellan QHx220 [12], [14], [19]. Another
method is to design a printed circuit board (PCB) with
several delay microstrip lines [20]; each one has a dif-
ferent length and is connected to a tunable attenuator
to overcome the fixed delay problem in the Quellan
active chip. Such techniques can achieve about 25 dB
of isolation in average.

• In pure digital cancellation, the proposed schemes are
based on the traditional approaches of external inter-
ference cancellation, but with customized algorithms
for self-interference [12], [14], [17], [18], [20]. These
schemes can provide about 25-35 dB of SIC.

• In analog/digital SIC techniques [8], [21], [22], an aux-
iliary transmitter is used. A copy of the transmitted
samples is digitally predistorted and converted to the
analog domain, then fed to the receiver in order to
be subtracted from the total received signal. A sim-
ilar approach can be implemented with an auxiliary
receiver. In these schemes, an additional converter,
digital-to-analog converter (DAC) or analog-to-digital
converter (ADC), is required.

In general, an accumulative solution is required in a
full-duplex Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) system to
achieve the required SIC. Fig. 2 shows a hybrid solution with
a combination of the three domains techniques.
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B. MULTI-ANTENNA FULL-DUPLEX SYSTEM
In the case of Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO),
themain challenge is the scalability of the SIC solution. Some
works have been done with auxiliary chains as in [6] and [23],
or with complicated antennas conditional placement for nar-
rowband systems [7], whereas the authors in [24] and [25]
are proposing a decoupling network as a SIC technique in
the multi-antenna system. In all these works, the number
of antennas is still limited to 2x2 due to the complexity of
the proposed methods. Recently, beam-forming with massive
MIMO is considered in many papers like [26]–[28]. The
work in [4] is using dual-polarized reflect-arrays with spatial
isolation to mitigate the SI. Generally, besides scalability, all
multi-antenna SIC techniques still need further development
and face a lot of challenges. First, the length of the pilot,
which is used for SI channels estimation, is proportional to
the number of antennas; hence, the accuracy of the channel
estimation is limited by the coherence time and the noise
correlation for long pilot sequences. Second, the effect of
different types of hardware impairment on SIC performance
becomes more pronounced and has to be analyzed and cali-
brated for the multi-antenna system with several transmitter
and receiver chains. Finally and above all, the cost efficiency
and the feasibility of FD realization for the aforementioned
multi-antenna techniques are still a matter of question.

Antenna Selection (AS) cancellation is a simple
cost-efficient technique for multi-antenna FD systems.
Rather than RF elements, antennas are inexpensive. In many
application scenarios, the additional hardware and the high
complexity can be avoided with AS where only some RF
switches are needed instead of multi-transceiver chains.
This forms a motivation to use AS as an alternative SIC
multi-antenna technique to reduce hardware costs and com-
plexity dramatically. FD AS does not rely on linear SI
subtraction; instead, it selects the best pair of forward/SI
channels that guarantees the maximum possible rate in the
environment. Such approach minimizes the effect of hard-
ware impairment and nonlinearities on SIC performance.
The use of narrowband AS in FD was adopted in [29]–[31].
The works in [32] and [33] analyze the performance of AS
theoretically and with a simple simulation of a bidirectional
FD multi-antenna system. In [34], a theoretical analysis is
done to use AS FD in back-hauling of multiple small cell
network. In wideband systems, we, in [3], proposed a practi-
cal method of wideband AS to enable full-duplex in an indoor
femto base-station (femto-BS) that operates with Long-Term-
Evolution (LTE) system. Similar work is done in [35] with
distributed antenna system (DAS) in order to enhance the
channel diversity. In both papers, we used the ray-tracing
method to simulate the propagation channels.

C. CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS PAPER
This paper is a hardware validation of our previous work
in [3]. We aim to experimentally enable the FD trans-
mission in an indoor wideband femto-BS with antenna
selection. Receive antenna selection is combined with

cross-polarization and antennas conditional placement in
order to achieve the required SIC. Half-duplex (HD) uplink
user-equipments (UE) are used tomeasure the effect of down-
link (DL) SI on the uplink (UL) reception at the FD BS. In the
proposed scenario, UEs operate in HD TDD mode as in [36].
At a certain time, part of them are acting as UL users, and
the rest are receiving the DL signal. Meanwhile, the BS is
working in FD mode, so it can simultaneously transmit its
signal to the specific DL users and receive the signals from
UL users. Another deployment scenario can be represented
with the same setup, where all the users are transmitting UL
signals, and the FD BS receives them and simultaneously
transmits the backhaul signal to the core network in the same
frequency band.

Different cases are experimented in the testbed, such
as changing the number of antennas, the type of isolation
(vertical/horizontal), and the type of antennas (Omnidirec-
tional/directional). Three AS criteria are used, 1) MSNR:
maximization of SNR without considering the SI channels.
2) MSSINR: maximization of SSINR, where SI channels are
estimated. 3) MCGR: maximization of channel gain ratio,
as will be explained later. The performance of the system
is evaluated by bit-error-rate (BER), sum-rate, residual SI
(RSI), and FD/HD sum-rate enhancement ratio.

After this introduction, the system model is shown in
section II. The antenna selection criteria are presented in
section III. Section IV explains the setup in detail: the hard-
ware structure, the signal processing, the setup flowcharts,
and the measurement environment. Section V shows the mea-
surement results for different experiment scenarios of the FD
testbed. Finally, the conclusion and future work are drawn in
section VI.

II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. SIC REQUIREMENTS
As mentioned earlier, the SI signal can be cancelled accu-
mulatively in the propagation domain, in the analog domain,
and in the digital domain. None of these domains unaided
can achieve the required SI cancellation; thus hybrid solu-
tions are proposed in the literature. The main purpose of SI
signal cancellation in propagation and analog domains is to
prevent the saturation of the receiver’s ADC. This is done by
mitigating the SI signal before the low-noise amplifier (LNA)
in the receiver’s RF chain to reach the dynamic range of the
ADC [2].

To be able to determine the requirements of SIC analyti-
cally, we must first understand the dependencies of the FD
BS transceiver specifications and the attainable amount of
SIC [2], which are shown in Fig. 3.
In this figure, PUL and PR are the uplink transmitted and

received power of the desired signal from the remote node.
PDL and PSI are the DL transmitted power and the SI power
after the SI channel path loss. PADC is the SI signal at the
input of the receiver’s ADC after SIC in the analog and/or
propagation domains SICA. Meanwhile, PRSI is the residual
SI power after the achievable SIC in the digital domain SICD.
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FIGURE 3. Power levels dependencies in a full-duplex BS transceiver.

The ADC specifications DR, QNF , and FS are the dynamic
range, the quantization noise floor, and the full-scale level of
the converter. SNRT , NFT and SNRR, NFR are the Signal-to-
Noise Ratio and the noise floor at the transmitter, and at the
receiver respectively.

The Signal to Self-Interference plus Noise Ratio SSINR is
defined as:

SSINR [dB] = PR [dBm]− PRSI [dBm]. (1)

As long as the residual SI after the total SIC is higher
than the receiver’s noise floor, and correspondingly SSINR
is lower than SNRR, the FD system performance will be
degraded [2].

For example, if the receiver’s noise floor of the FD BS
is −105 dBm, and the maximum DL transmit power is
20 dBm, this entails a 125 dB of SIC -including SI path
loss- in order to completely suppress the SI signal. If the
accomplished SIC was not enough to reach the receiver’s
noise floor, the receiver would be impaired by the residual
SI signal, and consequently, the system performance would
be degraded. However, in a femtocell indoor environment,
the requirements are slightly looser due to the low-power
DL transmitted signal [37], and the less path loss of the UL
transmission in such environment. Consequently, the required
SI cancellation in the indoor femto BS is not as much as high
as in an outdoor BS. A numerical analysis will be shown
within the measurement results in this study case.

B. SELF-INTERFERENCE MODEL
In general, the SI signal is composed of the direct SI signal,
and the reflections of this signal, whether they were internal
reflections resulting from the form factor of the transceiver,
or external reflections from the surrounding environment.
However, the internal reflections are constant, because they
are dependent on the transceiver form factor. The external
reflections vary, on the other hand, in accordance with the sur-
rounding environment. The power-delay-profile of the total

self-interference channel is given by [38]:

PDP(t, τ ) = γdδ(t, τd )+ γiδ(t, τi)+
P∑
p=2

γpδ(t, τp), (2)

where γd , γi and γp are the power of the direct SI signal,
the power of the internal reflection and the power of the pth
external reflection path respectively. τd , τi and τp are the
corresponding delays. P is the total number of backscattered
SI paths.

C. FULL-DUPLEX ANTENNA SELECTION SYSTEM
Along with the significant performance improvements
MIMO technology offers, comes a considerable limiting fac-
tor represented by the resulting complexity due to using a ded-
icated RF chain for each employed antenna in conventional
MIMO systems. Consequently, this would highly increase the
implementation costs which escalate along with the number
of employed antennas [39].

AS technique provides the possibility to reduce the accom-
panying costs while maintaining many of the advantages that
MIMO systems offer, by using a limited number of RF chains
and selecting a subset of antennas from the total available
antennas. This way, the number of RF chains will be reduced
to the number of the selected antennas and the implementa-
tion costs of the MIMO system will be reduced as well. The
best set of antennas to be selected is determined by deploying
a specific antenna selection criterion. AS can be deployed at
the receiver side and/or at the transmitter side as well, with
the condition that the Channel State Information (CSI) for all
MIMO channels, must be known at the receiver and/or at the
transmitter side respectively [40]. This condition can be met
by training the MIMO channels through using pilot signals,
in order to be able to estimate the channel at the receiver side,
and to feedback the estimated CSI to the transmitter side in
case of AS implementation at the transmitter side.

Since the essential objective of this work is the evaluation
of the AS performance in mitigating the SI in an FD BS, for
simplicity, wewill consider only twoUL single-antenna users
in different locations (U = 2). It is clear that the number
of users has a limited effect on SI mitigation performance.
Further work can be done to evaluate the DL reception at
different DL users, and to analyze the inter-user interference
from UL users to DL users.

The FD system model is denoted in Fig. 4. We consider
a femto-BS with Nr receive antennas, and a single transmit
antenna that transmits the DL signal (Nt = 1). In HD system,
and for each user the UL signal is given by the following
linear model [41]:

y =
√
Ex H x + w, (3)

where x is the transmitted symbol from the UL user, H is
the Nr × 1 channel vector, Ex is the transmission power and
w is the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) following
the complex Gaussian distribution with zero mean and σ 2INr
covariance matrix. σ 2 is the noise covariance and INr is the
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FIGURE 4. FD AS system model.

Nr × Nr identity matrix. Then the SNR is given by ρ =
Ex/σ 2.
When AS technique is implemented at the receiver side

in the BS, with the assumption of complete knowledge
of the CSI in the receiver, one antenna is selected out
of the Nr receive antennas of the BS. The signal model
of the received signal using the selected receive antenna
is:

ys =
√
Ex hs xs + ws, (4)

where hs is the channel response of the selected antenna, and
ws is the AWGN.
The FD system is assumed to be applied in an indoor

environment, consequently, the UL signal and the SI signal
experience multipath propagations.

The impulse response of the channel between the UE’s
transmit antenna and one of the Nr receive antennas is given
by the following model [3]:

CIR(t, τ ) =
P(t)∑
p=1

αp(t) e−jϕp(t)δ(τ − τp(t)), (5)

where τp, αp and ϕp are the delay, the attenuation, and the
phase shift of the pth path.

The frequency domain response is obtained by applying
Fourier transform to the impulse response as:

H (f ) =

+∞∫
−∞

CIR(τ ) e−2π f τ dτ. (6)

Similar to LTE,we considerOrthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) waveform implementation. OFDM is
used to overcome the Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI), which
is a result of the multi-path propagations.

The transmit symbol vector in the frequency domain is
of size Nu × 1, where Nu is the number of used OFDM
subcarriers. After receiving the transmitted signal using all
theNr receive antennas, and estimating propagation channels,
the received symbol vector in the frequency domain at the
receiver baseband is given for Nr · Nu × Nu by the frequency

domain channel matrix:

H =

H (0) · · · 0
...

. . .
...

0 · · · H (Nu − 1)

 (7)

where each diagonal element H (k) represents the 1 × Nr
channel vector for the kth subcarrier:

H (k) =
L−1∑
l=1

G(l) e−i
2πkl
Nu , (8)

whereG(l) is the Nr×1 vector for the lth delay of the channel
impulse response.

Nowwe present the baseband signal model after AS imple-
mentation, the received signal from each user at the BS using
the selected antenna is given by:

y(k) = hul(k)xul(k)+ α β hsi(k)xdl(k)

+

U∑
q=1,q6=u

Hq(k)xq(k)+ w(k), (9)

where xul(k) is the uplink transmitted signal from the specific
UL user, and hul(k) is the forward uplink channel response.
hsi(k) is the SI channel response between the BS’s downlink
transmit antenna and the selected receive antenna. xdl(k)
denotes the transmitted downlink signal. β is the SI digital
attenuation factor, where the maximum value of β is one
when no digital SIC is implemented, andα denotes the SI sup-
pression factor in the analog and propagation domains. The
summation in (9) denotes the unwanted signals from other
UL users. This term may be neglected if single-carrier fre-
quency division multiple access (SC-FDMA) is used. In LTE,
SC-FDMA guarantees the orthogonality of the uplink multi-
plexing. w(k) is the AWGN in the receiver of the BS.

III. ANTENNA SELECTION CRITERIA
In general, the optimal AS is realized by selecting the
antenna, or a subset of antennas, that achieves the maximum
capacity with full rank channel matrix. In real implementa-
tion, with practical approximation, the optimal AS criterion
is to maximize the SNR in an HD system, or the SSINR in an
FD system. In this experiment, three AS criteria are deployed.

1) MAXIMIZATION OF SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (MSNR)
In this criterion, the BS selects the antenna aj that maximizes
the received SNR as:

Select aj = argmax {ρ}. (10)

ρ is the mean SNR, and it is the given by:

ρ =
S
N
, (11)

where S is the uplink received signal power, and N is noise
power. ρ can be calculated from (9) and with neglecting
the SI part. The signal power and noise power levels must
be estimated independently. In the experiment, the Cyclic
Prefix (CP) data in the time domain are used to estimate the
noise power as in [42].
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2) MAXIMIZATION OF
SIGNAL-TO-SELF-INTERFERENCE-PLUS-NOISE RATIO
(MSSINR)
In [3], optimal receive AS criterion is proposed and investi-
gated for the purpose of SI mitigation in the BS of a wideband
FD system. In this criterion, the BS selects the antenna aj with
the maximum achieved SSINR:

Select aj = argmax {0}. (12)

0 is the mean SSINR, and it is given by:

0 =
S

N + SI
, (13)

where S is the desired forward received signal power, N
is the noise power, and SI is the power of the undesired
self-interference signal. 0 can be calculated from (9).

3) MAXIMIZATION OF CHANNEL GAIN RATIO (MCGR)
With this criterion, the selected receive antenna is the one that
achieves the maximum ratio 5 between the forward channel
gain and SI channel gain according to:

Select aj = argmax {5}. (14)

5 is the CGR, and it is given by:

5 =
‖hul‖2

‖hsi‖2
, (15)

where the channels responses are estimated during the chan-
nel training phase as will be explained later.

For multi-user in the UL, the three criteria are extended
to maximize the sum value of all UL users. Then the MSNR
criterion complexity is given byO(Nu×U×N 2

r ), meanwhile it
isO(Nu×U×N 2

r ×Nt ) forMSSINR, andO(Nu×U×Nr×Nt )
for MCGR criterion.

IV. THE SETUP
A. HARDWARE STRUCTURE
Fig. 5 demonstrates the block diagram of the testbed setup,
whereas Fig. 6 shows the implemented testbed in the lab. The
setup consists of the following equipment:

1) Controlling PC: with MATLAB running on it, where
the following tasks are done:
• Generation of the transmit data in MATLAB
• Digital signal processing of the transmit and
receive data

• Applying the proposed antenna selection criteria
according to the adopted scenario

• Sending control commands to the employed equip-
ment

2) Arbitrary wave generator (AWG): where the digital
transmit data are converted to an analog wideband RF
signal and prepared to be sent over the air via the
transmit antennas.

3) Digital signal analyzer (DSA): where the analog
received RF signals are down-converted, digitized,

FIGURE 5. Block diagram of the full-duplex antenna selection testbed.

FIGURE 6. Full-duplex antenna selection testbed.

and transferred to the PC for further processing in
MATLAB.

4) Arduino platform: which is responsible for control-
ling the RF switch for selecting the receive antennas.
The Arduino platform receives its control commands
from MATLAB.
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FIGURE 7. HD Frame structure.

5) RF switch: the RF switch has three control pins con-
nected to Arduino platform, which correspond to eight
switch ports, each port is connected to a single receive
antenna.

B. SIGNAL STRUCTURE AND FLOWCHARTS
1) FRAME DESIGN
In order to determine which is the best receive antenna by
deploying the antenna selection criterion, channel training
must be initially done. This order is manifested in the frame
design in the testbed for the HD and the FD scenarios. In the
HD scenario, each frame is composed of two subframes,
subframe 0 (SF0) and subframe 1 (SF1). SF0 is dedicated
essentially for forward channels training, that is why it is
composed of Nr identical slots, where Nr is the number of
the BS’s receive antennas. Each slot contains:

• One pilot OFDM symbol: to train one of the Nr receive
antennas.

• Payload data OFDM symbols: which are used to calcu-
late the BER of the corresponding channel after demod-
ulation.

• Guard period: the RF switching between the antennas is
done in this period.

SF1 is essentially dedicated for transmitting the actual pay-
load data. After the AS criterion is deployed, and the best
antenna is determined, SF1 is transmitted and then received
using the selected antenna. SF1 consists of Payload data
OFDM symbols and only one pilot OFDM symbol.

Fig. 7 shows the frame structure, as in [41], for the
half-duplex system, where there is no downlink transmission.

In the full-duplex scenario, the channel training stage must
be considered for the uplink forward channels, as well as for
the SI channels, and there will be simultaneous uplink and
downlink transmissions after selecting the antenna. Therefore
the frame structure must be modified for the FD scenario.
Fig. 8 shows the extended frame structure for the FD sce-
nario. The uplink subframe 0 (SF0UL) is dedicated to forward
channels’ training; meanwhile, the SI calibration subframe 0
(SF0Cal) is dedicated to SI channels’ training. Where SF1UL
and SF1DL in the FD scenario are the uplink subframe 1 and
the downlink subframe 1 respectively, which are dedicated
for the actual uplink payload data transmission and the actual
downlink transmission respectively. SF1UL and SF1DL have
the same structure as SF1 in the HD scenario. It is important

FIGURE 8. FD Frame structure, with SI channels calibration.

to notify here, that the SI channel calibration must be imple-
mented when the experiment runs for the first time, yet it does
not necessarily have to be implemented for each frame. This
is because the SI channels have fewer variations than the UL
forward channels, and the SI channels are more affected by
the form factor of the BS, unlike the forward channels which
are more subject to the surrounding environment and UEs
locations. Consequently, when no SI channels calibration is
required, SF0Cal can be omitted from the FD frame structure.

2) TRANSMISSION AND RECEPTION WORKFLOW
Fig. 9a and 9b describe the workflow of the HD AS system
and the FD AS system in the experiment respectively.

In the HD scenario, the first stage is the training of the
uplink forward channels. The estimation of the channel and
SNR value is done for each receive antenna at the BS. After
deploying the AS criterion and selecting the best receive
antenna, SF1 is transmitted and received using the selected
antenna, and further signal processing on the received data is
done in MATLAB.

In the FD scenario, if the SI channels information is not
obtained yet, or must be calibrated, the first stage is the train-
ing of the SI channels between the BS’s downlink transmitter
and each of its receive antennas. This is done by transmitting
and receiving SF0Cal , so that the SI channel matrix is esti-
mated and the SI signal power at each receive antenna is mea-
sured. Then, sending SF0UL is done in order to estimate the
forward uplink channel and the signal power at each receive
antenna. Afterward, one of the suggested FD AS criteria is
deployed, and the best receive antenna is selected. The uplink
and downlink SF1 signals are transmitted simultaneously,
and the UL reception is realized using the selected antenna.

The workflow of the forward channels’ training stage is
shown in Fig. 10. The first slot’s data of SF0UL are generated
and then transferred to AWG, where the data are stored and
transmitted repeatedly. The RF switch is then switched during
the guard period of the slot to the corresponding receive
antenna. The received data are then collected by the DSA
and transferred to the controlling PC to be processed in
MATLAB. The cycle of switching and receiving is repeated
until Nr slots data are received using the corresponding Nr
receive antennas so that all the forward channels are esti-
mated.
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FIGURE 9. Flowchart of the experiment (a) HD (b) FD with SI channel calibration.

FIGURE 10. Channel estimation flowchart.

FIGURE 11. Transmission Signal Processing.

Channels training has the exact same stages, whether it
is HD or FD operating scenario, and whether the uplink
or the SI channels are being trained, the difference is
the training subframe that is being used in the training
process.

C. SIGNAL PROCESSING IN THE SETUP
The sequence of signal processing stages at the transmitter’s
side of the experiment is presented in Fig. 11.

The transmit payload data are digitally modulated into
4-QAM with a gray-coded signal constellation, the train-
ing pilots are generated and then mapped to the payload
symbols. Afterward, the OFDM signal is digitally generated
with a sampling rate of 30.72 MSa/s. The OFDM waveform
parameters are presented in Table 1. The baseband signal
is then up-sampled to the AWG’s required sampling rate
of 15.73 GSa/s, and up-converted to the carrier frequency
of 5.2 GHz. ThewidebandOFDM signal is then transferred to
the AWG to be transmitted using the transmit antenna. It must
be notified here, that the signal processing stages are similar
for the uplink and the downlink signals transmissions, yet
the differences are, that each transmission case uses different

TABLE 1. Table of OFDM waveform parameters.

transmit payload data, and is carried out by using a dedicated
AWG channel.

It is worth mentioning here, that the OFDM samples in the
time domain are Gaussian-like with a high peak to average
power ratio (PAPR). In order to use the full dynamic range of
the AWG DACs, which means increasing the average trans-
mit power with the fixed full-scale AWG DACs, the PAPR
has to be reduced before the AWG DAC. In this experiment,
the PAPR reduction is performed using the conventional
clipping method. The samples which exceed a threshold are
clipped to the threshold values as in [43].

At the receiver’s side, the wideband OFDM signals are
received using one of the receive antennas and then directed
to the DSA for analog to digital conversion, where the deter-
mined sampling rate for the DSA is 20 GSa/s, the wide-
band signal is then down-sampled with the baseband OFDM
sampling rate of 30.72 MSa/s, and down-converted to the
baseband frequency. Afterward, the signal is OFDM demod-
ulated to get the training pilots and payload symbols. The
training pilots are used for channel and power estimation,
where the payload symbols are 4-QAM demodulated, and the
resulting received bitstream is used to calculate the BER of
this transmission by comparing it to the transmitted payload
bitstream. Since no channel coding is implemented in the
testbed, the calculated error rate here is uncoded BER.

D. THE MEASUREMENT ENVIRONMENT
In order to achieve the experiment measurements at a varia-
tion of SNR values at the receiver’s side, ten output voltage
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FIGURE 12. Reception Signal Processing.

TABLE 2. Measured uplink transmission power levels.

FIGURE 13. The experiment environment.

values of the AWG’s output are considered for the uplink
signal transmission, which corresponds to ten transmission
power values as denoted in Table 2. The AWG’s output level
for the DL SI transmission signal is always set to the maxi-
mum possible output value of (1 [V]), which corresponds to
about 0 dBm transmission power.

The UL signal transmission is conducted at different
UE-BS separation distances between 1 and 4 m, and con-
sidering the line of sight communication scenario. These
separation distances correspond to path loss from 45 to
60 dB. Consequently, the received power levels at the femto
BS receiver are between −45 and −80 dBm. The distance
between the Tx antenna and the closest Rx antenna is about
26 cm, which equals to 9 times of the half wavelength. This
distance provides far-field propagation and achieves about
35 dB of SI isolation.

Figure 13 depicts the indoor environment where the exper-
iment is performed. The multipath channels are modelled and
estimated with time-domain Least Square (LS) based method
as in [44].

In order to increase the accuracy of the measurement
results, the experiment is repeated for at least twenty times
for each transmission power value, and the average results
are then considered. When the experiment operates in the
presence of the SI signal in the FD scenario, the SI channels

are calibrated once for every ten trials of the experiment,
considering that, the SI channels have much fewer channel
variations than the forward channels.

V. THE MEASUREMENT RESULTS
A. HD ANTENNA SELECTION
The measurement results of the HD MSNR AS criterion are
presented in Fig. 14, where we can see the BER performance
with and without applying the HD AS criterion at two dif-
ferent UE-BS separation values (1m, 2m). It is obvious that
applying HD AS criterion overcomes the case when no AS
is applied (i.e., the 1 × 8 SIMO system) at both UE-BS
separation distances with better BER performances. We can
see as well, that a better BER performance enhancement is
achieved by applying the HD AS criterion at (2m) UE-BS
separation, than at (1m) separation, due to better achieved
multi-path diversity at (2m) separation.

The channel capacity of the SIMO systemwhen no antenna
selection is implemented is given by:

CNoAs = log2(1+ ρa), (16)

where ρa is the average estimated SNR per receive antenna
before AS in subframe 0. When the HD AS criterion is
employed, the channel capacity is calculated by:

CHDsel = log2(1+ ρsel), (17)

where ρsel is the estimated SNR at the selected antenna, and
is calculated as in (11).

The sum-rate for the previous cases is presented in Fig. 15.
We can see that the channel capacity performance for (2m)
separation is better than (1m) separation as the channels in
the former case have more diversity.

B. FD AS WITH THREE CRITERIA
The three criteria are used in the FD system with 8 receive
antennas. The BER performance comparison is shown
in Fig. 16. The three criteria achieve similar BER perfor-
mances at low SNR values. This can be justified due to the
high noise power, which causes considerable errors during
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FIGURE 14. HD BER - AS with 8 antennas.

FIGURE 15. HD rate - AS with 8 antennas.

forward and SI channels estimation. Whereas at high SNR
values, the MSSINR criterion overcomes the other two AS
criteria. MSNR criterion performs the worst among the three
criteria because it only considers the forward channel for the
selection.

Fig. 17 compares the sum-rate per user performance for the
three criteria. The rate can be calculated as in the HD system,
except using SSINR, 0sel from (13), instead of SNR ρsel .

MSSINR achieves slightly better capacity compared to
MCGR at low SNRs; meanwhile, they have the same per-
formance when the noise power is much lower than the
signal. Such observation can be also seen in Fig. 18. The
figure shows the enhancement ratio of FD rate over the HD
rate. At high SNRs, bothMSSINR andMCGR criteria almost
reach the theoretical boundary of 2. The residual SI, that can
be in some measurements about 3 to 6 dB over the noise,
prevents the FD system of exactly doubling the sum-rate.
This is due to the channels estimation errors, nonlinearities,
and the PAPR of the OFDM signal. MSNR performance
is quite lower compared to the two FD criteria, achieving
around 1.45 in the best case. Measurements show that SI
channel path loss guarantees about 30 to 35 dB of isolation.
Besides the digital SIC, which is β = 20 dB, the AS and
cross-polarization provide each about 10 to 15 dB of cancel-
lation. The amount of SIC in propagation and analog domain
is α = 55 to 65 dB. The total amount of the achieved SIC
is 75 to 85 dB, making SI almost reach the devices measured
noise floor which is around −80 dBm.

FIGURE 16. FD BER - AS with 8 antennas.

FIGURE 17. FD sum rate - AS with 8 antennas.

FIGURE 18. FD/HD ratio - AS with 8 antennas.

C. NUMBER OF ANTENNAS
We aim here to measure the effect of the number of receive
antennas in the base-station. Three cases are considered Nr ∈
{2, 4, 8}. In order to compare the performance of the three
cases fairly, the residual SI over the noise is measured before
applying any digital SIC. This reflects the SI mitigation that
can be achieved in the analog domain for each case.

RSI can be extracted by subtracting the maximum attain-
able SSINR, in case of FD, from the maximum attainable
SNR of the HD system. Fig. 19 shows the measured RSI
with the two AS criteria, MSSINR and MCGR. It is clear
that for 8 antennas the RSI is below 25 dB, which means less
complicated digital SIC is required compared to the case of 2
and 4 receive antennas.
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FIGURE 19. RSI in case of different number of antennas.

FIGURE 20. Vivaldi directional antenna pattern.

FIGURE 21. RSI with directional antennas.

Figures 22 and 23 show the performance enhancement in
terms of BER and capacity.

D. DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
Using directional antennas in the base-station provides better
SI isolation. Thus, Vivaldi antennas are used with the radia-
tion pattern as in Fig. 20. The advantages of Vivaldi antennas
are their broadband characteristics and easy manufacturing
using printed circuit boards. The 3-dB beamwidth of the used
antennas is about 50 degrees, this guarantees better isolation
between the transmit and receive antennas in the base-station,

FIGURE 22. BER with directional antennas.

FIGURE 23. Sum rate with directional antennas.

FIGURE 24. An illustration of two separation structures (a) horizontal
structure (b) vertical structure.

FIGURE 25. Vertical vs horizontal isolation RSI.

and therefore a better FD performance. The UEs antennas,
on the other hand, remain omnidirectional in both cases,
so only the BS antennas are changed. Fig. 21 shows the
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FIGURE 26. Vertical vs horizontal isolation BER.

FIGURE 27. Vertical vs horizontal isolation sum rate.

residual SI in both cases and with the two AS criteria,
MSSINR and MCGR. It is obvious that the RSI in the case
of directional antennas is about 7 to 9 dB lower than the
omnidirectional antenna. Although the benefit of using direc-
tional antennas is clear regarding SI isolation, it may cause
limitations on BS coverage in some scenarios.

E. HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ANTENNA SEPARATION
Better isolation can be achieved by changing the type of
separation between receive and transmit antennas, as shown
in figure 24. By keeping the cross-polarization, and position-
ing the receive antennas within the axis of transmit dipole
antennas, the setup can provide further SI mitigation. We can
name such setup as ‘‘vertical structure separation’’ instead
of the ‘‘horizontal structure separation’’ that is used in the
previousmeasurements. However, the geometry of separation
is related to the number of antennas, which has an impact on
the form factor of the designed base-station.

The figures 25, 26, and 27 show the performance evalua-
tion of the two separation types in terms of RSI, BER, and
capacity.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we experimentally enabled the FD trans-
mission in an indoor wideband femto-BS with antenna
selection. Receive antenna selection is combined with
cross-polarization and antennas conditional placement in
order to achieve the required amount of SIC, besides

conventional digital interference cancellation. Three AS cri-
teria were used, 1) MSNR: maximization of SNR. 2) MSS-
INR: where SI channels are estimated and considered.
3) MCGR: maximization of channel gain ratio. The per-
formance of the system is evaluated by uncoded bit-error-
rate, sum-rate, residual SI, and FD/HD sum-rate enhancement
ratio.

The hybrid SIC solution achieved about 75 to 85 dB
which is acceptable for the experiment scenario of a small
indoor cell. Performance comparisons were made for dif-
ferent cases in the testbed, like changing the number of
antennas, type of isolation (vertical/horizontal), and the type
of antennas (Omnidirectional/directional). Both MCGR and
MSSINR show similar performance, especially in high SNR
values. However, MCGR guarantees less complexity when
increasing the number of antennas.

The setup focused on the base-station side, so wider analy-
sis can be done to include the user side. For example, duplex
interference (fromUL users to DL users) has to be considered
especially with high number of users. Also, more complex
AS scenarios and algorithms can be implemented, such as
transmitter antenna selection while including DL channel
estimation into the AS criteria in order to increase the cell
total throughput. Channel coding and channels’ estimation
error can be also considered to optimize the whole opera-
tion. Furthermore, the high-quality devices that were used in
the experiment guaranteed minimum hardware impairment.
When practical or off the shelf components are used, perfor-
mance degradation is expected. This would be an interesting
topic for investigation and experimentation in future works.
Nevertheless, the outcome of this work could be a step fur-
ther toward adopting full-duplex in 5G mobile systems and
beyond.
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